= load current in A-phase = maximum value of the coil current for = current flowing through the supercon-= inductance of the superconducting coil = component of the fringe wave = presumed sustained component of load power = component of the sustained wave = fuzzy sets = active and reactive power released or absorbed by the power control system =active and reactive power demands released or absorbed by the power control system = active and reactive power produced in the load voltage ponent in the load current = active and reactive power demands on the p;(t: t -At) = active power demand at time t predicted p:(t -A t : t -2At) = active power demand at time p:(t + A t : t ) = active power demand at time t + At pre-P,,, P,, = fuzzy sets Q E , QI = energy capacity and current rating of the U,, U,, U,, U = points of the intersection of the member- Superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) has a superconducting coil in which a semipermanent current is circulating. Electric energy can be stored in SMES in the form of magnetic energy. Thus, the superconducting coil has a high efficiency because its electrical resistance is almost zero and little energy is dissipated in it. Provided the SMES is near the consumer in the power system, levelling of the fluctuating load power and compensation of the reactive power can be achieved. Thus, loss in the power system can be reduced and power system stability can be improved. The SMES control strategy has been studied for levelling a daily or a shortterm load variation using the compact SMES [l].
Fluctuation of the load power is generally regarded as the overlap of two waves: a long periodic wave (sustained wave) and a short periodic wave (fringe wave). If the load fluctuation is levelled to a constant, a large-capacity SMES is required. However, if only the fringe wave in the load fluctuation is levelled, small-capacity SMES is sufficient. The authors have proposed an SMES control strategy for levelling fluctuating load power using the estimation function [2] and fuzzy logic [3-51. These methods can level the fluctuating load power well, and a control strategy using fuzzy logic can level the fluctuating load power better than one using the estimation function. The proposed strategy using fuzzy logic is based on direct approximate reasoning.
In this paper, an SMES control strategy for levelling fluctuating load power based on the Lukasiewicz logic is proposed and its control characteristics are investigated by simulation. The production rules are constructed according to the levelling of the active power on the source side and the energy stored in the SMES. The power demand is decided by approximate reasoning based on Lukasiewicz logic. The control results obtained with the strategy proposed are superior to those of other control strategies which have been proposed by the authors. 
In the following, the load currents are assumed to be symmetrical in three phases. The voltage, current and energy are normalised by E(V), Z(A) and J(3)EZ x 1 (W s), respectively. The active power p L and the reactive power qL as defined in Reference 7 , fluctuate with time. If this power system is not in use, the load power fluctuates in the source line. However, the active power ps on the source side can be levelled by releasing or absorbing the energy from the SMES, and the reactive power qs can be also compensated.
As pL and qL can be measured, the power demands p: and q: of the power control system are calculated from the power demand p: and q: on the source side by
The difference between p L and p; is the active power p: , which the SMES should release or absorb. The integrated value of the difference between pL and ps is the quantity of energy released or absorbed by the SMES. As the difference between the released energy and the absorbed energy approaches zero, the energy storage capacity of the SMES can be reduced. As the purpose of this power control is to level the active power, the fluctuation of the active power on the source side must be suppressed as much as possible, but q: should be as small as possible to maximise the transmitting efficiency of electric energy in the power system and minimise the voltage variation.
3
Levelling control based on fuzzy logic
Conditions for levelling the load power fluctuation
The following three conditions are introduced to define the levelling of the active power and the energy of the SMES. Condition 1 : The active power on the source side should be levelled sufficiently.
Condition 2: The released or absorbed energy of the SMES must be decided so that the energy stored in the SMES is maintained between the minimum value W,,J4 and the maximum value W,,,. The set point of the energy stored in the SMES is set to 5W,,J8, which is the mean value of the stored energy.
Condition 3 : The SMES must be able to release or absorb the electric power in accordance with the power demand p: and q:. These conditions can be written in the form of production rules as follows:
Production rule I :
IF THEN the change of the predicted active power on the source side is large, the change of the active power demand on the source side must be reduced. the energy stored in the SMES is larger (smaller) than the set point, the released energy must be larger (smaller) or the absorbed energy smaller (larger).
the predicted active power on the source side approaches the upper limit of the energy that the SMES can release or absorb, THEN the energy to be released and absorbed from the SMES must be reduced.
Production rule 2:
IF THEN Production rule 3 :
IF
The state variable in production rule 1 is denoted by
The state variable in production rule 2 is denoted by:
where w(t) = Li,,(t)'/2. The state variable of production rule 3 is denoted by
Decision of power demand based on Lukasiewicz logic
The power demand for levelling the fluctuating load power is derived by means of approximate reasoning based on Lukasiewicz logic. The membership functions p p l and pN1 of the fuzzy sets P , and P , for the left-hand side of production rule 1 are denoted by:
ppl ( where p p l is 0.95 for x1 = c , . Then, the membership functions ppul and pNUl of the fuzzy sets P,, and P,, for the right-hand side of production rule 1 are denoted by: The fuzzy sets obtained from production rules 1 and 2 are represented by C , and C , ; the membership functions pcl and pcz of the fuzzy set of the manipulated value are then gained from the expressions:
Substituting eqns. 7-10, 13 and 14 into eqns. 15 and 16, we obtain:
where pcl and pc, are limited within the range 0.0-1.0. In the same manner as above, the membership functions for production rules 2 and 3 are obtained from The defuzzificated value U is the medium value from the points of the intersection of each membership function as shown in Fig. 4c . 
Modification of power demand
When the power control cannot be put into practice because of the limits of the energy stored in the SMES and the current flowing into the SMES, the power demand derived from eqn. 24 must be modified so that the modified power demand exists in the controllable area as shown in Fig. 5 . Compensation of the reactive power occurs before the levelling of the active power. Therefore, the power demand indicated at the point A is modified to be that at the point A', and the power demand at the point B is modified to be that at the point B'.
The power demand must be modified if the SMES current is below the lowest limit (ZmaX/2):
Similarly, it must be modified if the SMES current is above the upper limit (Imox):
Simulation

4.1
The results of the proposed power control are evaluated by the variance :
Estimation method of power levelling 1000 U = 1 {W(4 -P , W 2 / 1 o o o (27) In this simulation, the simulation time is 700 s, and the number of data in the simulation is 1OOO. As the variance U becomes smaller, the active power on the source side follows well after the sustained component.
Discussion on coefficient in fuzzy logic
The coefficients in the membership functions b,, b,, b, , c1, c, and c, must be decided for the good levelling. In SMES with a small current rating, power control becomes impossible despite the provisions of production rule 3, in which the power demand is modified, and power levelling cannot be achieved. Thus, we set the coefficients b, and c2 so that power control is in the controllable area and good levelling of power fluctuation is To level the fluctuation of power in the sustained wave, the sampling period of active and reactive power At must be smaller compared with the period of the sustained wave. ps follows the fringe wave when At is selected to be too small, and so At is 0.5 s for the load power fluctuation in Fig. 1 [a] . Fig. 6 shows the variance of the levelled power to the sustained component for the coefficients b, and c , . In this figure, the solid line indicates the controllable area and the broken line indicates the uncontrollable area when the current rating of the SMES becomes smaller. These coefficients must be selected so that the variance U is small. Then the coefficients b, and c3 are 0.8 and 1.0, respectively. Fig. 7 shows the results of levelling the fluctuating load power. When QE = 20 p.u. and QI = 4 P.u., the active power is well levelled and the reactive power is compensated to be zero as shown in this Fig. 7a . When the energy capacity of the SMES is reduced (Fig. 7b, QE = 10 p.u. and Q, = 4 PA.), the active power is well levelled 
. 3 Simulation results
Control results of levelling loadjuctuation
and the reactive power is compensated to be zero, as in Fig. 7a . However, there is a period when the active power cannot be levelled because of the reduced current capacity of the SMES (Fig. 7c , QE = 20 p.u. and Q1 = 3 P.u.).
In this period, the active power on the source side indicates the sudden change. However, the reactive power is compensated to be zero even in this period, which is caused by the lack of the energy stored in the SMES due to the small current capacity. Table 1 shows the levelling results of the proposed method with those of other methods. The variance in the proposed method is smallest in cases 1 and, particularly, 3. The variance of the proposed method in case 2 is slightly larger than that of the control method of Reference 5. However, the levelling of the fluctuating load power can be achieved well, as shown in Fig. 7b . Thus, it is confirmed that the control method proposed in this paper is superior to the other control methods.
Conclusions
In this paper, an SMES control strategy for levelling the fluctuating load power based on Lukasiewicz logic is proposed. The control characteristics are discussed and compared with those of other control methods proposed by the authors. The variance in the proposed method in this paper is smaller than those obtained with the other control methods, confirming that the poposed method is superior to the others. This control system and technique is readily available for the energy saving and stabilisation of the power system.
